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ABSTRACT 

If we say that two words are linked if one defines the other in a standard 

dictionary entry, it follows that we may find chains of word-senses which 

are successively linked in this way, and also circles or closed chains of 

linked senses. It is evident that these connections between different 

word senses in a vocabulary as a whole will constitute a network of variable 

density representing more or less closely associated sets of words. How¬ 

ever, given a specific set of definitions of 'link', 'chain' 'circle' and 

so on, and a data base consisting of the relevant selections from a diction¬ 

ary, the problem is to find procedures for discovering chains and circles 

from the linked word-senses given by dictionary material, which are both 

theoretically and practically satisfactory. If we take the rather general 
definitions of these notions given by Olney as a starting point, 

it turns out that several alternative search procedures can be associated 

with them, because they may be interpreted in different ways, -which may give 

quite different results for the same body of data, depending on the re¬ 

strictions on the starting point for a search, the mode of extension of a 

chain, and so on. Basically, a distinction can be made between an un¬ 

restricted attempt to find all the chains arising from each separate word 
in a set, and a more restricted attempt based on searching for all the 

chains linking word pairs in the set: the chains obtained for a given 

set of words may not be at all alike in the two cases, with corresponding 
e fects on the circles. The first method is in fact very unrewarding, so 

that the second is the only real possibility: even here, however, there 

are choices to be made in the presentation of the initial lists of items 

which are immediately linked to each given word-sense, and in the modes 
of searching through successive lists to find a chain, if a suitable 

compromise between maintaining the source information intact, identifying 
all the (shorter) chains and (smaller) circles in it, and doing so in a 
finite time, is to be reached. 

I ' 
Olney, J. C. A 

English lexicon. ref^Ch plan for instigating the structure 
SDC document TM-(l)-3331 (in preparation). 

of an 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We can say that the semantic structure of a dictionary is the network of 
be^ween+word-senses given by the occurrence of one word in the 

definition of another. A special interest attaches to those points in the 
network where words are more closely related than usual, as is the case for 

ifT say^that T ^ VerSai ^ 8enerally, it we say that two words are linked if one defines the other, we can have 
chains of words which are so linked, because the first word is defined b^ 
the second, and the sense in question of the second by a third, and so on* 
and we can have a dictionary circle if a pair of words are linkeHy^ 
different chains. Presumably relatively dense areas of the network or 

thisCwfleldS' COnBiSt °f Sets °f 316 dually connected in 

chS ^ircl^/?!8^ ™ Shfld be interested in these notions of link, 
attf»rm+ +n f .f d ^ i: ^°116 interested in semantics ought to be. If any 

^ semantically depends, as it appears to do, on the 
rLLif^iC clfsi5icGtion, we have to investigate the relational and 

this* 0^ rCíUr^ +Í OUr VOCabulary* various ways of doing 
this, one is to look at the actual behaviour of words, in terms of their 
occurrences, in actual text. Another is to study a good dict^na^v Snce 

mation^1 Sh regarded as a summary of large quantities of text-based'infor- 
stl+oa that ihia last might be attempted is put for^rd by 

Olney, where an investigation of dictionary circles in English usin* 

by Hg.bster»s Seventh New Collegiate Dictionarv 
proposed. It is well known that there are many difficulties about ron 8 

ln 8«“^ especiadnos U to be 
done automatically on a large scale. But it might annear that nmroeain« 

t0 fln! ^ ^ Äe00^1”8 
straightforward. It turns out, however, that this is not the case. 

níoí1?!!?1’7 p*;oc®ssing is not so straightforward becomes clear if we take 
some plausible set of definitions of these concepts of link címí ci^lr^H 

for°finSlSM hr ^ ^ °Ut ^ ^ try to establish cleaï-^ut pîoc^du^ 
for finding circles in an actual dictionary. The definitions riven hv 

attest Posent a number of problems which have to be resolved if tte ' 

TZ17 ?/lnd gr0Ups of related words in W7 is to amount to morethan w 
fT Í sorting on an ad hoc basis. Of course, the practical 1 

^ich tend to arise ^eTHinything ambitious is attested 5th so ^ data 
may mean that first experimente have to be fairlv ÍÍ ° ^ data 

is^hat^h06 a number of interesting facts about English!^The point^ 
b t bhe Problems which arise when we think about looking for these 

l™** °f ^ ^ other than a very restricted way ar^inSr^uL one« 
and so should be investigated. y interesting ones, 

111,111 

0 
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In what follows, therefore, the notions of link, chain and circle as they 
may represent the relations between words in a dictionary are studied from 
the starting point presented by the proposals in Olney's paper. Much of 
the discussion will necessarily be very detailed, and may indeed appear 
excessively so, but my contention is that this is inevitable if the cash 
value of the general suggestion that actual dictionary material should be 
examined is to be obtained; and since this general suggestion is an attractive 
and interesting one for anyone concerned with vocabulary structure, we want 
to know what its cash value is, so that no apology for the detail which 
follows is needed. 

Bie general questions of interest which arise from the approach to the 
analysis of dictionary material presented by Olney are: 

(1) What are the consequences of the formal definitions of 
•link', 'chain', and 'circle' given there? 

(2) How do these formal definitions work out for someone who 
wants to obtain concrete lexical facts about a particular 
language from a given dictionary? 

(3) How do they fit a realistic program for obtaining such 
facts? 

The emphasis in Olney's report is on dictionary circles, so that the re¬ 
lationship between two words which are associated by a circle is regarded 
as particularly important: the other connections by links and chains are 
of interest mainly because circles depend on them. So that the problems 
Just mentioned will be discussed in what follows in terms of methods of 
obtaining dictionary circles. 

Since the discussion follows from Olney's, his original definitions are 
given for convenience here: 

Ißt a be a sense of word A and b be a sense of word B. 

a linked to b if either: (l) B is a content word and B is used 
in the description of a in W7 or A 
is a content word and A is used in 
sense a in the description of b in 
W7; 

or (2) there is a content word C which in 
used in the same sense in the YJ 
descriptions of both a and b. 

I.e., is used in a sense that falls under the same sense description in W7. 
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Def: ex is a chain if 0i is an ordered n-tuple such that every element of (X 
is a word-sense and the ith element of a is linked only to the (i-l)th 
and (i+l)th elements of a, where l<i<n. 

Def: a and ß are independent chains if a, ß are chains having n and m 
elements respectively and it is not the case that there are elements 

ei' ei+l in a and ey ej+i 831(1 unless e1 is 
linked to e1+1 by virtue of condition (l) above and ej is linked to 

e5+i by virtue of condition (2) above or vice versa. 

Def: a and b form a dictionary circle with respect to a, ß if a, ß are 
independent chains having n and m elements respectively, and element 

e^ in a = a = element e£ in ß, and element en in a = b = element 

e' in ß. 
m 

These definitions do not obviously suggest any search procedures for chains 

and circles. In what follows I shall consider what sort of procedures for 

finding circles might follow from them in a straightforward way. It may be 

that what we get looks unsatisfactory, but if so we have to revise our defi¬ 

nitions accordingly, or at least pin them down by associating them with 
specific search procedures. 

Notes: (a) The definition of a two-step link in (2) above 
can be disregarded as redundant and confusing. 

(b) The initial definitions in Olney's report have 

been given a special twist by Ziff; but he is 

primarily interested in the special case where two 

words define each other; and while philosophers and 

logicians can legitimately concentrate on this case, 
we should look at others as well. 

2- POSSIBIE APPROACHES TO FINDING DICTIONARY CIRCLES 

There are two of these: 

. The exhaustive approach: 

Given a certain set of words, we can identify all the links, 

chains and circles arising from any members of the set; we 

can then select those circles in which some specific words 
that we are particularly interested in appear. 

. The selective approach: 

We can take specific words we are particularly interested in, 

and find as many chains and circles connecting them as possible. 
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It Is vorth noticing that if circles are formed from chains, it is possible 
that we might find some chains which were subsequently eliminated through 

not fbrming circles satisfactorily. The questions of interest then are: 

(a) whether we would get the same results from these two 

approaches with respect to particular words; and 

(b) whether the definitions of link, chain and so on can be 

interpreted in the same way in each case. 

3* 0BTAINIH3 DICTIONARY CIRCLES EXHAUSTIVELY 

3.I LINKS 

The starting point for everything is the link between two word senses. 

Obviously, if the development of chains rests on the fact that if a * is 

linked to b, and b to c, we have the same sense of b each time. I shall 

assume in what follows that this is always the case, so that when I write 

"word" I mean word-sense, so that if a word is linked to two other words, 

we have one sense of it in each case, and one sense of the other words, and 
so on, consistently. 

In TM-333I two words are linked as noted above, that is either if a occurs 
in the definition of b (a defines b for short), or if b occurs in the defi¬ 

nition of a (b defines a). We thus have asymmetrical links, though when we 

say simply that a and b are linked we appear to be dealing with a symmetrical 

relationship, and this ambiguity may cause trouble when we consider chains 
and circles. We can represent this definition of a link thus: 

a and b are linked either (l) if a defines b » a - / b** 

or (2) if b defines a = a / - b . 

Then a-/b=b/-a 

a/-b«b-/a. 

These equivalences appear trivial, but it is easy to get in a mess thinking 

about chains and circles if we write something in one way rather than the 
other. 

Quotation marks are omitted for convenience. 

"- /" and "/ are used as typographically convenient equivalents for the 
more obvious —•>" and "<— 
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elth»r (1) - (2) » =» 

a - b b - a. 

3.2 CHAINS 

fli^n“.i0n f a chain of words (Olney) follows naturally from that of 
a linked pair of words: let a two-word chain be either 

a - / b 

or a / - b (with equivalences as above). 

a three-word chain will be: 

a / - b / - c 

a / - b - / c 

a - / b / - c 

a - / b / - c 

a four-word chain will be: 

a/-b/-c/-d 

a/-b/-c-/d 

a / - b - / c / - d 

a / - b - / c - / d 

c - / b - / a 

etc.. 

d - / c 

etc.. 

/ b - / 

etc. 
etc, total 16 

a synonym of a in the definition of a Brv1 0_ b, ln antonym, or b as 
clearly very interow Í Í “î 30 on* relationships are 
for dlfflcult to mmljulat. 
in th. general oonsequenees oTL notLa^ ÎSe 
shall exeluäe this possibility here?° I°shall Ä 1 
Hnhed, say, if b occnrs in th, definition of ^ ht ïttcurs. 

'''•IWiWHMlM 
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It may in fact be convenient, since directional links can become very awkward, 

to disregard them as well and consider only a link with direction unspecified, 

between two words. Each of the chains given above can therefore be abbreviated 

thus: 

a - b » b - a two-word 

a-b-c ** c-b-a three-word 

four-word a-b-c-d ■ d-c-b-a 

etc. It oust be emphasized, however, that though the direction of the links 

is suppressed, the order of the items in the chain must be preserved: in 

constructing it we work from one end, so that if we start with a, we attach 

b to it if b is linked to a, and then add c to the chain if c is linked with b. 

Thus though the words in the two following chains are the same, and two of 

them are similarly linked in each, the chains as wholes are not the same: 

a-b-c-d 

a - b - d - c . 

CIRCLES 3.3 

Now consider the construction of circles. There are two ways of looking at a 

circle : 

(l) As simply containing some specified item or items, where, 

even if we are interested in several items, these may or may 

not be all the items in the circle; thus a circle containing 

only a, b, c, d can be either 

a c 

or a b or a d 
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If we are interested in a specific order of the items, say. 
a, c, b, d, we may only have 

^C\ 
a b 

If other words are allowed as well, we may have, for example: 

or 

/b X 
a d 

(2) As consisting of two combined chains whose ends correspond. 

In this case we are interested in two specific items, the 

end oneS(for the two chains: this is the approach adopted 

in Olney s paper. Thus for the two words a and b, we may 

of chainsf0ll0WÍnS CirCles' derived from indicated pairs 

b 

/ \ 
i d 

a c 

/ c A 

a - b 

a - c - b 

a - b 

a - c - d - b 

a - b 

a - d - c - b 

a - c - b 
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(The three four-point circles are the same as the first three given under (l), 

but this is incidental, since we are interested specifically in a, b, c, and 

d in the first case, but only in a and b in the second, and the fact that the 
circles obtained for them include c and d is immaterial.) 

The difference between (l) and (2) is that looking at a circle as a pair of 

chains means that it must be constructed in a specific way: for (l) we could 

construct circles by using a single loop chain, or by combining two chains, 

or more than two: what is more important, we may get a circle containing 

specific words, and even two of them, without these having been the end words 

of the component chains. Thus if we are interested in a and b, we may get a 

circle containing a and b by method, (l) from combining two chains like 

d - a - c and d - b - c. But since Olney's paper deals only with circles 

of type (2), where we have two words of interest and these are the end words 

of two combined chains, we can confine ourselves to these in what follows. 

It should however be noted that this difference is important chiefly from 

the point of view of procedures for finding circles: if we had found every 

circle in our dictionary by some method or other, we could look for circles 

containing a specified pair of words tout court since a circle is a circle 
once it is formed. 

It must, of course, be remembered that simplifying the link reduces the 

number of circles: if we have directional links, we can have different 
circles containing the sane words, like 

and a / - b 

a - / c / - b 

3.4 PAIRED-CHAIN CIRCLES 

Confining ourselves now to circles formed from paired chains, the first 

point is that the smallest possible such circle, which consists of two two-word 
chains, is special since we can only obtain it by specifically taking 
directional links into account. To combine the two chains 

a - b 
and 

a - b 
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must in fact have 

/ b 
- b . 

The two-point circle, in other words, depends on our explicitly knowing not 
simply that a and b are linked, but that a defines b and b defines a. 

I shall not say more about this special circle: though it may be of philo¬ 
sophical interest in connection with definition, from the point of view of 
dictionary circles in general, it is both quirky and uninteresting. The 
interest and problems of dictionary circles come with the larger circles. 

Suppose, then, that we look for two-chain circles using a realistic example,* 
to make the whole thing more concrete, as follows: 

meaningfully, we 

a - 
and , a / 

We have some information about the relations between a number of words which 
are given by their occurrences in one another's dictionary definitions, which 
we have obtained simply by picking out the 'content words' in the sense 
descriptions in q’iestion: thus if we have the entry "a: a kind of b," for 
instance, we say that a and b are related. The actuaTdefinitions may in¬ 
volve different kinds of relation, say if one word is said to be the opposite 
01 another, and so on, but these details can be suppressed here to avoid 
complexity, though for a really refined vocabulary description one would have 
to take them into account. Our illustrative selections are as follows: 

good 

goodness 

excellent 

bad 

excellent, bad 

good 

good, prime 

excellent, horrible . 

That is, we have a sense of "good" which is defined by both "excellent" and 
bad, a sense of excellent" which is defined by "good" and "prime," and one 

of bad which is defined by "excellent" and "horrible." I aa^assuming, 
moreover, that each word has only one sense thoughout, so that it is the 
same sense of had which defines "good" and is defined by "horrible." We 
can represent the relations between these words as given by their occurrences 
in the various definitions in a diagrammatic way as follows, x —> y being 
interpreted as x defines y since it occurs in the sense description of y. 
In principle, such a diagram is what we want to finish up with, to show 
the circles we have found, but it serves a useful expository purpose here. 

T-— 

It was taken from an actual dictionary, but I cannot remember which; the 
fact that I may not have an accurate description of the specixic English 
words in question is irrelevant from the present point of view. 

¡ 
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prime 

good 

bad <r 

^ goodness 

horrible 

Looking at this diagram, we wo\ald intuitively say that we ought to find a 
two-member circle containing "good” and "excellent," and two three-member 
circles containing "good," "excellent" and "bad." (They differ in the 
direction of the link between "good" and "excellent • " ) If our procedure 
for finding circles does not turn up these, there is something wrong. 

With our definition of a link between two words, we can now obtain word 
pairs from this information as follows: 

good /- excellent 
good / - bad 
goodness /- good 
excellent /- good 
excellent /- prime 
bad /- excellent 
bad /- horrible. 

Since chains and circles depend on linked words, this list of word pairs 
provides the basic infomation from which we hope to obtain circles; or to 
put it differently, it constitutes the vocabulary description in which we 
hope to find circles. And the whole process of identifying circles is a 
matter of operating on the various pairs in the list. 

So when we now try to set up chains, what do our original definitions imply 
as to the way we do this? In fact, all that ve are told is that a chain 
consists of conjoined linked pairs, the only restriction being that no word 
should occur twice in one chain. In other words, if we have word a with b 
linked to it, and we have another pair consisting of b with c linked to it, we 
can, if we have the same sense of b in each case, form the chain a - b - c; 
and presumably we should pursue any chain as far as we can on this basis. 
Suppose, then, that we set out to make the longest possible chains by 
stringing together any linked pairs in our set which have a common member. 
We may, for example, given that each word is used in the same sense through¬ 
out our list, start with "goodness" and proceed to "good," and then since 
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"good" is defined by "excellent" add the latter, and since "excellent" 
defines "bad," add "bad," and then since "bad" is defined by "horrible" add 
this, after ■which we can proceed no further. This gives us the chain 

goodness / - good / - excellent / - bad / - horrible . 

Or if we start with "excellent," which defines "good," we can add the latter, 
then take "bad," which defines "good," and then take "horrible," which defines 
"bad," to get 

excellent - / good / - bad / - horrible . 

The important point is that the definitions of link and chain as they stand 
permit us to start with any word in our set and take any successive pairs 
with common items to form our chain. It is possible that the idea of looking 
for the longest chains is a mistake, but there is no reason for saying so 
yet. 

On this basis, then, and trying every word in our list as a starting elen»nt, 
we can obtain 39 chains altogether, including three with only two members, 
though ye can reduce the number to 30 since several are simply reversed 
duplicates. The reduced list is given as Fig. 1 (see Appendix). 

Now when we look at these chains, there are none with corresponding end words 
which do not also have common subchains, i.e., strings of two or more words 
linked in the same way, as appears in Fig. 2; but two chains with corresponding 
ends cannot form a circle unless they are independent, that is have no common 
subchains, and indeed no common words other than their end ones. From these 
chains as they stand, therefore, we cannot obtain any circles, though this 
is intuitively very unsatisfactory when we think of the interconnected 
character of the diagram illustrating the ways in which the words in our 
set are linked. 

Could one, therefore, nevertheless get some chains by either (l) processing 
these chains in some way; or (2) revising the method of obtaining them, within 
the general framework of our exhaustive approach? 

(l) In principle, we might process these chains either by (a) eliminating 
some of them; or (b) using only parts of each chain. 

. Elimination 

Given two or more chains with corresponding ends and also 
common subchains, we might eliminate all but one member of 
such sets; but the possible criteria for doing this, like 
retaining the longest, do not seem workable in practice, 
or leave us with no chains at all. 
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. Selection 

Given some chain which has a common subchain with another, we 

might delete this common sub chain, and retain only the re¬ 

mainder as a chain; but again the attempt to do this leaves 

us with no chains at all. Alternatively, we might select any 
common subchains and treat them as chains. If we do this in 

this case, we are at least left with some chains, but none 
of them will form a circle. (See Fig. 3.) 

So that the only conclusion we can come to is that applying the formal 

definitions in the most straightforward and unrestricted way is liable not to 
give us any circles. 

(2) Now consider restricting the formation of chains. Suppose that we 

start not simply with a list of all our pairs, without notes of their 

source definitions, as we have done so far, but with a list which 

records the source of each pair, so that when we derive chains, we 

have an additional restriction to the effect that we cannot combine 

pairs from the same entry, which is after all a very reasonable re¬ 
striction. Thus if we start with "excellent," which defines "good," 

we cannot add "bad," since this also defines "good" in the same 

entry, but we can add "goodness," We cannot, that is, use more 

than one pair from any entry in a given chain. If we do this for 

our example, and we again look for the longest chains, we get IS 

different ones. But the attempt to form circles from them fails 

because there are few chains with corresponding ends, and none of 

these are independent, as is shown in Fig. 4. And the alternative 

of taking only chains formed within an entry is even more unrewarding. 

A further alternative is to abandon the search for the longest chains only 
and to look instead for all the chains up to and including a specified length 

(which is justified by some independent argument). Suppose, for example, 

that we say that we will take all the linked word pairs as two-word chains, 

and also all the three-word chains, subject, say, to the sensible restriction 

just mentioned that only one link in a three-word chain can be obtained from 

a particular entry. We are regarding a two-word chain as separate from a 

three-word one of which it is a subchain; and we are disregarding the fact 

that a three-word chain might in principle be extended. If we do this for 

our "good" example we get 7 two-word chains, and 10 three-word ones (see 
Fig. 5) which give us three circles, 1 two-word one for "good" and "excellent," 

and two, with differently directed links, for "good," "bad" and "excellent," 
thus; 

bad 
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Nöte that these are the circles we earlier said intuitively that we should 

^tÎÏM«ïer h^à, lÍle rest*iction to Chains of a certain length is very 
artificial, and requires solid justification, as does the treatment of sub¬ 
chains of longer ones as independent entities. Wie actual search proc^dur- 
is also rather uneconomic, since the same circle may be found with different 
pairs of chains for its component words. 

4. CONCHJSION ON THE EXHAUSTIVE APPROACH 

It is wholly unprofitable if pursued in an undiscriminating way: we failed 
fini lnSî1an^e,,Î? get even the two-word "good"-"excellent" circle earlier- * 
this method will only give results if it is restricted in a somewhat Ltificial 
way, and even then it is rather effortful. iciai 

We now have to ask, therefore, what the alternative selective approach will do 

ifr«T¿re loS ï difflculties * Just encountered: 11 we are looking for a chain between two specified words, a and b. we will not 

Thlt íe erLiCUlf pr^e" raised by Bearchlng fOT ^ Jungest chains,'nemely* 
that we can have two chains a - b - c - b and a - e - c - f, say which ou*ht 
to give us a circle from a - b - c and a - e - c which we in fact 
through extending our chains beyond c. But we should equally avoid arbitrary 
u^r limits on our chains: if ue look for all the chains het«en aS Se 

Snrü hf WOrdf ï 0Uf Set> this should naturally include those whose end 
words happen to be given by looking for all the chains of a specified length 

om each word. So, hopefully, the selective approach will work better the" 
the one we have just considered; in particular, though we mi^ not do tSf 
in practice, if we were to look for all the ch^insTetween aíl tüe paîrî o? 

^Tv^ldget Sth"a íLíaCcoÍSni--reaS?Íened 1Sngth t0 aVOid the 
haustive Lnvnflnh +w ^ collection of words, we would have a kind of ex- 
becaisl both ends’oí S ^ T® sensible one than ^ Just considered because both ends of each chain are specified and not only one. 

How, then, might we proceed to find Circles on this basis? 

5* OBTAINING DICTIONARY CIRCLES SELECTIVELY 

lhe contrast between approaches in Sec. 3. and Sec. 5., is between getting all 
dieting5 Ve can» ^ especially the longest possible ones, from some initial 

Saí SeleCting the °nes ^ happe^to Le endf , , we like, and starting from end points that we like and finding cha*ns 

^ ?ay ^11 n0t give Us the lon«e«t chains we co^ld generate 
ar^sets c? Srd ZÏÎ , Case’ th°“eh> « tave™ alS ^ 

¿etiejar^n^ 

*olc business of constructing circles ulll be rec^nsläered 
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6 LISTS 

We will say that a dictionary list contains a given word, the entry word, and 
those other words which define it; we will imagine for simplicity's sake that 
a word has only one sense, so that the list contains items defining this 
sense. Thus, if we refer back to our previous example, we have two lists 
for "good" and "bad": 

good excellent 

bad 

bad good 

horrible 

In principle, as we have seen, two words a and b are linked either if a 
defines b or vice versa, i.e., in this ^ase either if b occurs in the list 
for a, or if a occurs in the list for b. However, correlating this notion 
of a link with an exhaustive but comparatively rational procedure for 
operating on lists to find circles may present many problems tinless a list 
is interpreted not as containing only the words defining a given word, but 
as containing all the words which are linked to a given word because the 
latter appears in their lists: thus if x defines y, x and y are linked, and 
y should then appear in x's list, as well as x appearing in y's; and in 
general, if x and y are linked either because x defines y or y defines x, 
each word should appear in the other's list. If this is not done, our 
defining lists are asymmetrical, and must be used as such consistently; and 
the difficulty is that a simple procedure for using such lists will almost 
certainly give incomplete results, while any attempt to construct circles in 
a thorough way from them is liable to involve appalling complications. On 
the other hand, duplicating all the original dictionary information may be 
objected to both because it is an effort, and because there is a danger that 
the initial facts about the relations between words which were actually found 
in the source dictionary will be obscured. In these circumstances, therefore, 
V- have to choose the lesser of two evils, and it seems that it is probably 
preferable to restrict the use of lists by permitting only asymmetrical 
ones, and to accept that only a subset of the links which actually hold 
between the words concerned will actually be picked up. In this way, at 
least the original dictionary information will be preserved and the search 
procedure kept fairly simple. These remarks, of course, only apply if we want 
to find long (or long-ish) chains and large (or large-ish) circles in a 
fairly thoroughgoing way. 

However, given that we form a circle by combining two chains, it is clear that 
the single-link chain must have a special status, since it seems reasonable 
to say that we have a single-link chain either if a is in the list for b or 
vice versa: the preceding remarks are concerned with longer chains, and the 
point about single-link chains between two specified words a and b is that 
they may be handled differently from the linked word pairs involving any two 
words which are simply components of longer chains. It is, of course, the 
case that the two-word circle must also be special, as before; and I shall, in 
fact, disregard it in this context, for the same reasons as before. 
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de?îâd'upSrPïtonPtf’irLS ‘f'51'63^'1 ln œ>r 3Uch ohalns (“P t° s«K 
csrmd orif^twí. h)i in “y oase’ even if W we primarily con- 
V111 

Snf rSelVeS t0 ^lte ^ 1U» one-'oTt1^! 

Suppose, then, that ve have the 
in each case is the entry vrord, 
nition, "-" being used for words 

following lists, where the left-hand item 
and the right-hand ones occur in its defi¬ 
es are not interested in here: 

a 

b 

b c d - 

c b a 

c d 

SthÎ^cÎSrifthe^Î” Vf0r^ na“ly ^ * “Xi y are anted if 
and b and 0 are linted in 8 and b and a and c are linted, 
in c*s. linked, in fact both because c occurs in b's list and b 

But when ve come to constructing two-chain 
are two alternative ways of doing it. 

circles from these lists. there 

Before we consider these, however, it should be noted that th»™ „ 

boïTVs.t "iwV 1°:¿T? ~ble 0haln° ^ aPpVin“' 
inte^ndeni ebains with t°o S cirete 

ïe C V"0^^ ÏV * Vnt3’ Pair3 °f ^ainforifftere^t 
chain will b¿ a t^rfeVíe^' fi only P°aaibllity is that one 
i.e., two-link, ’ ’ Cha1"’ and the 0ther a «>ree-word. 

a - b 

a - c - b 

giving 

But for all larger circles, alternative combinations are possible- thus fm. 

oVtTÂtet LXglLV" awïf tr Chain aaa a ^¿¿ one, 
for a circle with a ¿iyen’n^beTnVeS^S 
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thus 

for n = ws have 1 and 4 

or 2 and 3 i 

for n = 6, we have 1 and 5 

2 and 4 

3 and 3 , 

etc. 

This point is obviously of practical significance in considering search 

programs. 

7. CHAINS AND CIRCLES 

Turning now to the formation of circles, the two methods of obtaining chains 
depend on one or the other of the following ways of using two lists to link 

three elements together. Suppose that we wish to find a chain between a and 

b, when there is no single link between them. The alternatives are: 

(1) Take the list for a and the list for b, and see if they 
contain a common element. For example: 

a - b - gives a b 
\ / 

c c c 

We can call this the V method. 

(2) Take the list for one element, say a, and taking the 

list for one of its members, see if b occurs in the 

latter. For example: 

a - c - gives a—c 

c b —b . 

We can call this the L method. 

: Í 

i* 
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n«f ÍÍVfu68,''6 get ^16 sa,ne chain ^tueen a and b, namely a - c - b 
in thP he ^ rerlts have been obtained with different^ets of lists- 
in the first case ue used the lists for a and b, in the second those for I 
and c; and note further that the two sets of lists given for (l) and (2) 
respectively will not give the results obtained under (2) and (l) res- -ctivelv 
at least if these are the only lists relevant to a Lid b thît ie have^ ^rk ' 
from. There may obviously be cases where we would get the same restât either 

ZeTusu'. 8KK ^181 inf0"*ti0n' « the et. TÆ tJ. 

a - b c - 
c c b 

urSurlT hjle,™ U8ln8 different parts of the whole in the two 
^ + w Jt iu* h°Wever# cleflr that w cannot rely on this happening, 
and that we are therefore liable to get different results from the san» set 
of lists according to which method we use to form our chains. 

Sdf of S^hJ^+thQt (1) *8 a,BYmmtrlcal method, since we start at both 
end anfl ^ilß ^ ls asymmetrical since we start at one 
in thîd 1 chain to see lf ^ meet what we want at the other; and 

Ihusf ifTh"em?hyegSreeÍf2rts? t0 end W 8tart* 

b - c - 
c d b 

we get our chain a - c - b if we start from a, but not if we start from b. 

It should also be emphasized that the symnetrical method (l) has to be e*rrw 

(and this is nore “ 

Thus given the lists: 

a - b - c - d - 

Â”âaín ! r! e 0,8 lists for 
a chain w „eeasaanU, hare an Z^TZr^Zt^ 
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thus 

a b or a b 

\ 

\ / e / 
e c 

I have not given the direction of the links in these examples; but it may 

wsll be necessary with this kind of list manipulation to preserve the direction 
of the links in a chain since this is so closely associated with its deri¬ 

vation: though the direction in principle follows from the method of deri¬ 

vation it may sometimes be unclear in detail, as would be the case with chains 

of the kind just illustrated. If the direction is not noted, this information 

might be lost, even if the method of derivation was known, say if a chain 
were reversed to close a circle. 

Given these alternative methods of obtaining chains, we can now consider 

their effect on an attempt to find circles. Suppose, for instance, that we 
try to find circles with our earlier example using "good," "goodness" and 
so on. The dictionary lists in this case are 

good excellent goodness good excellent good bad excellent 

bad prime horrible 

1. Suppose that we specify "good" and "bad" as the words we are 
interested in: 

(a) if we use the V method we get the two chains 

good - bad 

good - excellent - bad 

and therefore have the circle 

excellent 
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(b) If ■we use the L method we get nothing. 

2. Now suppose that we specify "good" and "excellent" as our 
words. We can indeed get a two-point circle for them, but we 
can disregard this to see if we can find anything else more 
interesting: 

(a) If we use the V method, this time we get nothing, 

(b) but if we use the L method we get 

good - excellent 

good - bad - excellent 

and therefore have the circle 

good excellent 

I I 
' bad 

In fact, we have two circles, because "good" and "excellent" are linked two 
ways, so that we have two two-word chains for them, giving the circles 

Note, however, that we would not get anything if we chose to start with 
excellent": though perhaps this means that we should take special steps to 

see if there is a two-word chain starting from either end, whatever word 
we start with for longer chains. 

A point of interest about this example is that the two circles where the 
liiik direction are suppressed is the same. But if directed links are used, 
though we get two circles under 2(b), we get only one of them under 1(a). 
namely ’ 

None of the other possible end words in this example will give us anything. 
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The disparity between the results obtainable from the same Initial data by 

the two methods is better illustrated by a larger example, as follows: 

Suppose that we have dictionary lists for some imaginary words a, b, c, d, e, 

f, g, h, as follows: 

ab b- cd df eb fg gb he 

dec 

e f 

f g 

h 

1. Take a and b as interest words. 

a - b only, therefore no circles 

a - b 

e - e - b 

a - e - g - b 

a - f - g - b 

a-h-e-bj 

the independent pairs among these chains give the circles 

V method: we get 

L method, from a: we get 

from b: we get nothing (except that we can use a - b 

as b - a), and so cannot obtain any circles. 
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2. Take a and c as interest words 

V method: we get a - d - c 

a - e - c 

giving the circle 

c a 

L method from a: we get a - e - c 

a - d - e - c 

which are not independent, so we get no 
circles. 

from c: we get nothing 

3. Take a and e as interest words 

V method: we get a - e 

a - b - e 

a - f - e 

a - d - c - e 

a - d - f - e 

a - f - g - e 

a - b - g - e 

The actual formation of these four-member chains is: 

a 
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a - e 

a - b - e 

a - e 

a - f - e 

a - e 

a - d - c - e 

a - e 

a - d - f - e 

a - e 

a - f - g - e 

a - e 

a - b - g - e 

a - b - e 
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a - b - e 

a - d - f - e 

a - b - e 

a - f - g - e 

a - f - e 

a - d - c - e 

a - d - c - e 

a - f - g - e 

\ 
Q. e 

J 

f 

a e 

V* J 
d 

X 
t J 

a - d - c - e 

a - b - g - e 

a - d - f - g 

a - b - g - e 

L method, from a: we get 

b e 
V g ,/ 

a - e 

a - h - e 

giving the circle 

from e: we get nothing (except e - a = a - e). 
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The fact that these two methods of obtaining chains, and so of forming 

circles, can give quite different results is sorewhat distressing; and we 

may therefore feel that there is some point to the earlier suggestion that 

all the links in an initial set of dictionary entries be duplicated, since 

this will presumably enable us to obtain the complete set of circles which 

are jointly obtainable by both methods, with either one of them. Suppose, 

therefore, that we duplicate all the links, but mark the duplicates in some 

way to distinguish the parts of each list which are obtained in this way from 
those given by the original source dictionary definitions. Thus for our 

last example, we would have a revised set of lists as follows: 

ab b a' 

d' e» 

e g' 

cd d a‘ 

e c' 

f 

e a' g b 

b c* 

c e’ 

f 

h 

f f 

g 

h' 

h a' 

e 

If we now take a and b as the words we are interested in, we find that we can 

obtain all the chains we obtained by the L method but missed with the V rethod, 

by the V method; and for a and e, we get those we obtained by the V method 

by the L method as well. But note that it is now possible to obtain further 

chains by either method which were not obtainable before, such as 

a-d-c-e-b. This is disagreeable, since one feels that such chains, 
which could not be obtained from the original lists as straightforwardly 

derived from the source dictionary, must be ersatz ones. Of course, if we 

restrict ourselves only to short chains, say of two or three words, this 

duplication would not produce these complications, and would not involve much 

work. If one is interested only in short chains, the duplication is an 
obvious way of ensuring that one gets all such chains. 

The alternative is to search by both methods together. Let 'Def. x' be the 
list for X, and 'Def. Def. x' the list formed by combining all the lists for 
members of the list for x. Then the combined procedure for finding chains 
between a and b will be: 

Take 'Def. a' and look for b; and vice versa; a positive result gives the one- 
link chain for a and b. If the result is negative, take 'Def. a' and look for 

'Def. b'; this is the V method for a two-link (i.e., even-numbered chain). If 

no result is obtained take 'Def. Def. a' and look for b; this is the L rethod 

for a two-link chain from a; taking 'Def. Def. b* and looking for a is the 

reverse. If no result is obtained take 'Def. Def. a' and look for 'Def. b • 

and 'Def. Def. b' and look for 'Def. a', for a three-link chain by the V method. 
(Both searches are required because the number of links is odd. ) If no 
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results are obtained take no-p tv%p j i 
for a three-link L chain from á nr'vr 8X1(1 look for or the reverse, 
to involve a very large number nf i ■? + 0 S° °n* Obviously this is going 

accepted, theu^iÎTaîrïnte^esÎed l0nger ^ ™ 
solution to the problem of ensur-fn» +v, +-^ . shorter ones it is the natural 

note that in this caí 
duplicate the original inPrii-mai--! ost certainly be more economical to 
seLch by both information and search by one method better than 

8. 
CONCUJSION OK THE SELECTIVE APPROACH 

ïîs1prêhwrabl5' bStter ^ 0,6 «^«ve approach, hut la not without 

9. OVERALL CONCLUSION 

g^iÎTosfihUiirbo'ih'ïrl^ÎSSraScInd8 ^ 
w/^íÂiís s cr n:d£rír:~ 
restrictions in the initial definitions desirable to incorporate the 
out, however, depends considerably on strictl^ln^ ls worked 
concerning the interest or utiHtï nP ictly impendent considerations 

one believes that a septic"p^ntTÎw^ ^ Clrcleß* If 
the end points of longer chains is^Rth ^^ the reiati°nship connecting 
oetween a variety of words 'onn#»rtofl i em°te> or bhat the relationships 

ia fairly heí tastïnStïo“?8 ” ^ 
only on limited chains and circles- but f°r concentrating 
own merits, and this is outside thé thew.Pxunt has to be °n its 
sidérations are naturally especial]v ro?6 present n°te. Such con- 
suggestion that set^of íordfoí^d Snl811'^ W l00k at the ^ther 
by chains and circles for lexical or sema^tic^field^ linked 
something to the argument that the membeS of suS «eld ÍS 
close to one another. But it may also be the !o h should be fairly 
cant relationships between iterm/which »re^ + ?hat 8X6 signifi- 
to be taken into account in one's picture np0+v,S° cl08e{ 811,1 that these have 
which chains and circles fo™ «eidî ^ f the Vocabulary* ^ way in 
shall not go into it he^e hOWeVer> is 30 8 topiclhat I 
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APPENDIX 

good - / goodness 

excellent / - prime 

bad / - horrible 

good - / excellent / - prime 

good / - excellent / - prime 

good - / excellent - / bed / - horrible 

good / - excellent - / bad / - horrible 

good / - bad / - excellent / - prime 

good / - bad / - horrible 

excellent - / good / - bad / - horrible 

excellent / - good / - bad / - horrible 

excellent - / good - / goodness 

excellent / - good - / goodness 

excellent - / bad / - horrible 

excellent - / bad - / good - / goodness 

bad - / good - / excellent / - prima 

bad - / good / - excellent / - prime 

bad - / good - / goodness 

bad / - excellent / - good - / goodness 

bad / - excellent - / good - / goodness 

bad / - excellent / - prime 

goodness / - good / - excellent / - prime 

goodness / - good - / excellent / - prime 

goodness / - good - / excellent - / bad / - horrible 

goodness / - good / - excellent - / bad / - horrible 

goodness / - good / - bad / • excellent / - prime 

goodness / - good / - bad / - horrible 

prime - / excellent - / good - / goodness 

prime - / excellent / - good - / goodness 

prime - / excellent - / good / - bad / - horrible 

prime - / excellent / - good / - bad / - horrible 

prime - / excellent - / bad / - horrible 

prime - / excellent - / bad - / good - / goodness 

horrible - / bad - / good - / excellent / - prime 

horrible - / bad - / good / - excellent / - prime 

horrible - / bad - / good - / goodness 

horrible - / bad / - excellent - / good - / goodness 

horrible - / bad / - excellent / - good - / goodness 

horrible - / bad / - excellent / - prime 

Figure 1. Longest Chains Obtained by the Exhaustive Method 
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good : prime 

good : horrible 

excellent : horrible 

excellent : goodness 

bad : prime 

bad : goodness 

goodness : prime 

goodness : horrible 

prime : horrible 

good : goodness 

excellent : prime 

bad : horrible 

good - / excellent / - prime 

good / - excellent / - prime 

good / - bad / - excellent / - prime 

good - / excellent - / bad / - horrible 

good / - excellent - / bad / - horrible 

good / - bad / - horrible 

excellent - / good / - bad / - horrible 

excellent / - good / - bad / - horrible 

good / - bad / - horrible 

excellent - / good - / goodness 

excellent / - good - / goodness 

excellent - / bad - / good - / goodness 

bad - / good - / excellent / - prime 

bad - / good / - excellent / - prime 

bad / - excellent / - prime 

bad - / good - / goodness 

bad / - excellent / - good - / goodness 

bad / - excellent - / good - / goodness 

goodness / - good / - excellent / - prime 

goodness / - good - / excellent / - prime 

goodness / - good / - bad / - excellent / - prime 

goodness / - good / - excellent * / bad / - horrible 

goodness / - good - / excellent - / bad / - horrible 

goodness / - good / - bad / - horrible 

prime - / excellent - / good / - bad / - horrible 

prime - / excellent / - good / - bad / - horrible 

prime - / excellent - / bad / - horrible 

good - / goodness 

excellent / - prime 

bad / - horrible 

Figure 2. Longest Chains With Corresponding End Words 
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good - / goodness 

excellent / - prime 

bad / - horrible 

good / - excellent - / bad 

good - / excellent - / bad 

good / - bad / - excellent 

Figure 3. Selected Common Subchains of the Longest Chains 

good - / goodness 

excellent / - prime 

bad / - horrible 

good / - excellent / - prime 

good / - excellent - / bad 

excellent - / good - / goodness 

bed - / good - / goodness 

bad - / good - / excellent 

excellent / - good - / goodness 

good - / excellent - / bad 

prime - / excellent - / bad 

good / - bad / - excellent 

good / - bad / - horrible 

Figure 4. Chains Formed Under Restrictions on the Use of Entries 
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good / - excellent 

good / - bad 

goodness / . good 

excellent / - good 

excellent / - prime 

bad / - excellent 

bad / - horrible 

good / - excellent / - prime 

good / - excellent - / bad 

excellent - / good - / goodness 

good / - bad / - excellent 

good / - bad / - horrible 

bad - / good / - goodness 

bad - / good - / excellent 

goodness / - good - / excellent 

good - / excellent - / bad 

prime - / excellent - / bad 

good / - excellent - / bad 

good / - bad 

good - / excellent - / bad 

good / - bad 

good / - bad / - excellent 

good / - excellent 

good / - bad / - excellent 

good - / excellent 

bad - / good - / excellent 

bad / - excellent 

Figure 5. Two- and Three-Word Chains 

.. 
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